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Abstract

Structural health monitoring (SHM) of chemical penetration in composites is a critical issue for their durability as composite storage. Current methods are either complicated or expensive. Besides, the wired sensing system introduces defects in the composite structure. Herein, we present a novel wireless sensing design for detecting aggressive chemicals in composite reservoirs. Remarkably, the sensing system used in this work is cost-effective and easy to be configured. In this study, we used Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) as wireless sensing technology. A sensor embedded composite panel was prepared and tested in a harsh environment, 30wt% H$_2$SO$_4$. Additionally, we modified an RFID tag with conductive nanocomposite for the aim of selective sensing. We found that the RFID tags are working well as sensors for detecting the chemical penetration in composites. Compared with conventional color-based methods, the presented novel wireless sensing method provides a much earlier warning signal for chemical penetration.
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1. Introduction

Composite materials are used in various infrastructures due to their excellent weight/strength ratio, durability, and feasibility of manufacturing[1]. However, with the use of composite material, structural health monitoring (SHM) of the composite structures becomes an emerging issue[2]. Additionally, many composite structures are designed for storing aggressive chemicals, such as concentrated acid solutions. In order to maintain a healthy structure, many SHM methods were studied, such as electromagnetic impedance spectroscopy/tomography (EIS/EIT)[3-5], acoustic emission[6, 7], and fiber optics-based spectroscopic methods (modified optical fiber[8, 9], Bragg fiber grating[10, 11]). However, the complexity of mathematics, time costs, and instrumentation costs have delayed the deployment of these new technologies. In practice, a more convenient and cheaper method is to be developed. For which several characteristics need to be satisfied: easy use, affordable, and reliable in the long-term[2, 12].

Previously, we have explored the use of carbon nanomaterials and conjugated polymer in detecting the acid penetration in the polymer nanocomposites [13-16]. Based on our experimental and modeling results, we have confirmed that the change in conductivity of the polymeric matrix can be used as a primary indicator to monitor the acid penetration in the composite. This change of conductivity comes from the penetration of ions. Additionally, we have proposed the idea of using wireless technology in SHM of chemical penetration[15]. In practice, a wired sensor is not suitable for the manufacturing of large infrastructures. Radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology is one of the best solutions.

The RFID technology uses a magnetic wave to transmit signals in the radio frequency range[17], respectively, 120 kHz to 10 GHz. Multiple bands are regulated in this regime, and the different
bands have various ranges (functional distance). For example, 13.56 MHz band (high frequency, HF) is used for smart cards in a range (maximum) of 10 cm to 1 m, 2450-5800 MHz (microwave) is used for Bluetooth applications in a range of 1 to 2 meters. The HF range RFID is the most deployed and available is most smart-phones. By using an appropriate app, one can read the information in the RFID tag easily. However, in order to study and use the RFID tag as a sensor, the signal strength has to be examined. The composite material interferes with the transmission of electromagnetic waves, especially conductive material. For example, the carbon fiber based composite[18, 19] has a strong electromagnetic wave shielding effect in 100 MHz range and up to x-band (10GHz) range[20, 21]. In this case, the use of RFID technology has to be carefully chosen based on real conditions. Another advantage of RFID technology is the information carried tag can be passive. The passive RFID works without a power supply. The transmitted electromagnetic wave from the RFID reader is the power source for the RFID tag. In other words, the RFID tag works without a battery and which reduces the cost and increases its feasibility.

Passive RFID based wireless sensing has been used for sensing of gaseous chemicals[22-25]. Timothy et al. modified commercial passive RFID tag for sensing of oxygen and nerve gases[23-25]. A demonstration of using a smartphone for quick identification and monitoring was shown as well. The passive RFID technique has also been used for SHM subjects[17]. Merilampi et al. designed a modified RFID tag sensor using silver ink as a strain sensor[26]. Thus a sensor was based on the geometry change of the structure and failure of the silver connections. Overall, the use of RFID for SHM is not a new idea. However, embedding the RFID tag inside a composite structure for the detection of liquid chemical penetration has not been explored yet.

This paper presents a first study on wireless sensing of the penetration of aggressive chemicals in composite materials. A commercially available and cost-effective RFID tag was embedded into
composite penal, and an aggressive test was carried out to explore its SHM property. Besides, we also tried to modify the RFID tag using CNT based nanocomposite aiming at transferring the sensor from a failure sensor to an active sensor and endowing selectivity. The embedded sensor could be either printed[27, 28] or formed by self-assembly methods. In this case, the sensor could be integrated into composite structure. For example, modified conductive nanoparticles could be used for selective sensing. By designing the matrix system, the nanoparticles could form unique patterns inside the matrix[29-32]. As a result, the pattern nanoparticles respond to designed electromagnetic characteristics.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 RFID tag and its modification

The RFID tag (VM2R1703, MIFARE Classic 1K Chip, 13.56MHz, adhesive back, blank paper finished, ø25mm) was used as a primary sensor, and it was purchased from the Amazon. The tag consists of a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate, a MIFARE chip, and an aluminum base coil on both sides of the plastic substrate. The thickness of this tag is 0.06 mm in the coil area and 0.17 mm with the chip. The geometry of this tag is also shown in figure 1.
Modification of this sensor was carried out by cutting a small piece of coil section and filling the space with CNT based nanocomposite. The CNT based nanocomposite consists of 1wt% of polyurethane (PU) and 99wt% of CNT. Acetone was used as the solvent to disperse the CNT and dissolve the PU. As shown in figure 2a, the tag was modified by cutting the coil for 1 mm in length. After filling the space with CNT/PU nanocomposite with a tweezer and drying in air, the nanocomposite sticks onto the substrate. A reproducibility test with formic acid was performed for all modified sensors. This test was proceeded by drop 0.2 μL formic acid and read the signal strength of the sensor with an Arduino-RC522 setup. The tag reader system consists of an Arduino motherboard, an LCD display, and an RC522 reader, as shown in figure 2b. This set up is powered by a common computer-based USB port. The signal strength data were collected and recorded by the Arduino software (version 1.85).
2.2 Mechanism of Arduino code

The Arduino based RFID system does not have the capability to detect the signal strength of the RFID tag. The gain strength of the RC522 reader antenna is changeable. In this case, we developed a coarse signal strength detecting code [33]. By changing the gain to a higher level, the reader can sense the stronger signal and ignore the weaker one, as illustrated in the following...
flow chart (scheme 1). In practice, after running the code, the RC522 scans signal with the highest sensitivity (gain). Once a signal is detected, the value of signal strength is recorded and displayed. The defaulted gains for RC522 were in 7 levels: 102 dB, 96 dB, 80 dB, 64 dB, 48 dB, 32 dB and 16 dB. In practice, when choosing 32 dB gain, the reader can sense a feedback signal as low as 32 dB. And which means the feedback signal is fairly strong compared to the 64 dB one. However, not all levels can be read due to the hardware limitation, the highest signal strength that can be detected is 32 dB rather than the 16 dB level. The program has been verified simply by checking the signal strength through moving the RFID tag toward and far from the RC522 reader. The results were consistent, reproducible, and stable.

Scheme 1. Flowchart of the Arduino code.

2.3 Fabrication of tag embedded composite panel
A non-woven glass fiber based epoxy composite panel was prepared, and RFID tags were embedded (figure 3). The panel was prepared using a vacuum assist lay-up method [13]. Twelve layers of non-woven glass fiber mats and a modified epoxy resin formulation (Epon 862/Jeffamine D230/PVP) were used. The #1 RFID tag is in the middle layer of the panel, and the #4 RFID tag is on the surface of the panel. An image of the fabricated panel is illustrated in figure 3c.

Figure 3. (a) Lay-up and side view of the composite panel and the embedded RFID tags. The RFID tags are labeled as shown. (b) Top view and label of the composite panel. (c) An image of the finished composite panel after curing. Here the label of #4 moved from its original position due to resin flow during making the sample.

2.4 Testing of the composite panel
After curing, the panel was immersed into a 30wt% H$_2$SO$_4$ solution. The solution was stirred continuously. Each time at each test, the panel was washed with water and dried with tissue paper. When testing with the RFID reading system, the function-ability of the tag was firstly verified by reading its ID. After this verification, the signal strength of the tag was read by attaching the panel and the RC522 reader. A stable reader was finally recorded.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Signal decay

By recording the signal strength of the composite panel each day, the failure process of each RFID tag is shown in figure 4a. The color chart shows the failure of tags in a 20-days period. Obviously, and as expected, the out-most RFID tag failed first. Figure 4b-e shows the first 20 days' image of the panel. At Day 1, the aluminum antenna of tag #4 started to detach to the substrate. At Day 2, the aluminum antenna of tag #4 had failed. At day 11, one side of the tag #4 was fully corroded and tag #3 was started to be corroded. The other tags remained unchanged. However, as shown in figure 4a, the signal strength of tag #2 was altered. This phenomenon shows that the penetration of the acid changed the electromagnetic characteristics of the RFID tag, such as, the impedance, resistance, and inductance of the RFID tag. The same behavior could be found for tag #1 as well.

The slow change of these characteristics allow us to establish an evaluation method for the penetration of aggressive chemicals, and a standard to maintain the safety of composite structures. Additionally, this change on the RFID signal is regarded as an early-warning compare to conventional SHM methods. As shown in figure 4f and 4g, the images of Day 41 and 60, the polymer matrix colored into orange/brown due to the attacking of the aggressive sulfuric acid.
Also, tag #3 was corroded on Day 41 and fully dissolved by Day 60. On Day 60, blistering and deforming of the composite panel is clearly shown in figure 4g. Tag #1 and tag #2 show pitted corrosion pattern. As a conclusion, the RFID signal decay comes much early than the color change.

Figure 4. (a) The signal strength of the RFID tags changes over time. Photo images of the composite panel over time: (b) Day 0: the origin panel; (c) Day 1: Initial failure of the tag #4; (d)
Day2: Failure of the tag #4; (e) Day 11: Total corrosion of the tag #3 and #4; (f) Day 41: Corrosion of the tag #2, #3 and #4; (g) Day 60: Corrosion of the Tag #1, #2, #3 and #4.

3.2 The modified RFID tag

Figure 5 shows the signal profile change upon a drop of formic acid was added onto the modified RFID tag. The formic acid was dropped at the red arrows, and the signal was increased by multiple levels. As a preliminary experiment, it demonstrates that the sensor was functioning well upon the adding of chemicals. Theoretically, the chemicals change only the electrical characteristics, such as impedance and inductance. In this case, it is possible to detect different chemicals by analyzing the responding signal profiles. However, due to the accuracy issue of this instrument setup, the selective sensing property could not be studied. Timothy et al. have explored using a modified RFID tag as a gas type chemical sensor with high selectivity and sensitivity [23-25]. In this case, our proposed sensing device could achieve similar functions such as detecting the chemical penetration species in composite structure for targeted infrastructure protection.
Figure 5. The signal strength of CNT modified RFID tag upon attacking of formic acid. The formic acid was dropped on the sensor at the red arrow.

4. Sensing Mechanism

The sensing of chemical penetration is fundamentally based on the characterization of the effect of ions’ diffusion in composite material, including matrix and matrix-reinforcement interface. Previously, we have explored the diffusion of acid aqueous in epoxy based carbon nanocomposite [13,16]. We find that the diffusion of some ions is much faster than the others. This phenomenon leads to a step-wise conductivity change of the composite. Such a behavior could be used for the early detection of chemical penetration. Kun et al. also studied the diffusion difference between segregated matrix and well-dispersed structure [32]. The segregated conductive matrix shows a better sensing property. These fundamental studies show the diffusion of ions in composite material could alternate its electrical properties progressively, such as impedance and conductivity. These concepts enable us to combine nanocomposite systems with electronics into a sensing device.

Passive RFID tag is a typical source/powerless device used widely in various industries. The basics of this kind of RFID tag rely on well designed and tested antenna, chip and substrate. A small mismatch of the impedance of each component induces a detectable signal frequency or intensity change. These changes could be expressed either by a simple RFID reader with signal strength decay or a sophisticated network analyzer with oscillograph change. The signal strength is defined by the reader signal strength, antenna parameters, chip impedance, and the impedance of the medium. There are two stages for the sensing functional mechanism: chemical penetration stage (early stage) and chemical erosion stage (late stage). In the first stage, the chemical
penetration stage, the diffusion of chemical ions changes the dielectric and electromagnetic properties of the composite material. Basically, the impedance of composite material. However, the sensing signal is not only depending on the impedance of composite material, the matching of medium (composite matrix), antenna, chip are the key factors for understanding the signal. The second stage is a simple failure sensor design. The RFID tag deactivates while erosion processes. Such a mechanism has been approved by depth wise penetration test and repeatable chemical test introduced previously.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we have embedded RFID tags in a composite panel at different layers. The environmental test shows the RFID tags functions well as a sensor for detecting the penetration of the sulfuric acid. It also showed that the decay of RFID tag signal strength occurs much early than the composite color change. In this case, the RFID tag could be used as an early warning sensor for the SHM of composite storage in contact with aggressive chemicals. At the same time, the modified RFID tag is a promising sensor with high sensitivity and selectivity.


